ABSTRACT
This paper contributes an analytical framework to improve understanding of the composition of recognized creativity methods used in design. Based on an extensive literature review, our framework synthesizes key concepts from design and particularly creativity research, and is further supported by significant experience with creativity methods in design. We propose that nine concepts are relevant for analyzing creativity methods in design: process structure, materials, tools, combination, metaphor, analogy, framing, divergence, and convergence. To test their relevance as components of an analytical framework, we use these key concepts to analyze three recognized creativity methods that we have often used ourselves: Inspiration Card Workshops, Fictional Inquiry, and Extreme Characters. Our analytical framework expands current categorizations of methods and offers new insight into how creativity methods are composed, how and why they work, and how they potentially may be tweaked or refined for enhanced deployment in design.
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INTRODUCTION
Design is inherently a creative activity. Be it in incremental or disruptive ways, design aims at reshaping and improving the existing through the introduction of something novel. Consequently, literature and practice in the DIS community abound with creativity methods to be utilized either by individuals or, as is often the case, by design teams. Design research offers a number of phase-based categorizations of creativity methods to help designers select a suitable method for a particular juncture in the process, e.g., the transition from concept generation to concept evaluation. Such overviews are valuable when the designers engaged in the process have a clear understanding of where they are or want to proceed to in the process. But if no such clear point or position can be established, or if the design process features fluent phases that are hard to compartmentalize (which is typically the case), phase-based categorizations become more difficult to apply directly to design practice.

To supplement this body of work, the present paper takes one step back in order to examine the creative basis of such methods. We explore how these methods can be understood through the lens of creativity research, which tends to be a ‘silent partner’ in many of the methods, i.e., an implicit and critical, yet rarely articulated, premise for the composition of the methods, especially when ideation is the objective. Based on a comprehensive literature review of design and creativity research, we propose that nine key concepts from this body of work are central and productive for analyzing creativity methods for deployment in design. To test how well these proposed key concepts can serve as components of an analytical framework to pry open creativity methods in design and provide an improved understanding of how and why these methods work, we use the nine key concepts to analyze three recognized creativity methods in design: Inspiration Card Workshops [41], Fictional Inquiry [24], and Extreme Characters [27].

Our main contribution is the analytical framework proper comprised of the proposed nine components from design and creativity research. The framework is relevant to design researchers since it lends itself to analytical inquiries into design activities by, compared to the current phase-based categorizations, providing even richer insight into the inner workings of creativity methods that are often integral to design. Also, our framework enables practical application by aiding professional designers in making informed decisions when they orchestrate design processes, e.g., when they are asked to devise and tweak creativity methods to best match the creative challenge at hand.

The paper is structured thus. First, we give an overview of key contributions to creativity methods pertaining to design. On this basis, we offer a literature review of design and creativity research, which leads to the formulation of nine key concepts. We treat these as propositions that in sum comprise an analytical framework in which the nine concepts are components. We test the framework’s relevance and explanatory power by analyzing the above three creativity methods. Finally, we discuss the potentials and limitations of the analytical framework.
When looking at the entire design community very broadly, many creativity methods are on offer; however, it would seem that some of them might be based more on anecdotes than on evidence. It is well established that creativity is integral to design [18], and it has been argued that design is marked by (at least) two main views on creativity [2], and that even experienced design educators find it difficult to define creativity [46]. Runco and Jaeger [69,p92] note that the standard definition of creativity is dual: creativity needs originality (novelty, surprise) and effectiveness (usefulness, appropriateness). Our use of the term ‘creativity’ is informed by this consensual standard definition, but we subscribe to the more elaborate definition offered by Plucker, Beghetto, and Dow [63]: “Creativity is the interaction among aptitude, process, and environment by which an individual or group produces a perceptible product that is both novel and useful as defined within a social context” (p90, orig. emphasis).

A similar clarification is needed with regard to methods. We have noted that the terms ‘method’ and ‘technique’ are often used interchangeably. This is somewhat unfortunate since distinguishing between the two in terms of complexity and richness enables a more nuanced view. On a domain-general level, ‘method’ can be seen as: “[a] well-specified repeatable procedure for doing something: an ordered sequence of goal-directed operations” [15,p180]. This deliberately generic expounding is a relevant terminological basis; however, echoing [80], we consider it important that the development of new creativity methods in design be grounded in a thorough understanding of design practice. Also, we appreciate the need for a ‘common language’ for problem framing in design [53]. We therefore subscribe to Löwgren and Stolterman’s [55] domain-specific distinction between design methods and techniques:

“Simply put, a method refers to a description of a way of working or a recipe for action. A method is always based on a specific purpose and specific values, and it translates them into anactable procedure. A technique is smaller in scope and ambition than a method and is frequently related to a particular form of expression or execution, as in the visual arts where pencil and charcoal can be categorized as techniques. A method may comprise several steps to be carried out in different techniques, or allow for the choice of different techniques in accomplishing a certain outcome” (p63, emphasis added).

This type of proposed hierarchical itemization of method vs. technique is even more pronounced by [70] who within Participatory Design in an ascending order of complexity distinguish between tools (material components used), toolkit (a combination of tools used for a specific purpose), technique (a description of how tools and toolkits are put into action), method (defined as “a combination of tools, toolkits, techniques and/or games that are strategically put together to address defined goals within the research plan” (p196), and finally approach (the overall mindset dictating how the research plan should be conducted) (op.cit.). For studies on designers’ use of methods ‘in the wild’, other researchers have argued for sustaining an inclusive and less hierarchical understanding of methods in general, thereby pooling together design methods, tools, techniques, i.e., basically any resource that might support a design process [38,81]. We appreciate this particular approach for studying design practitioners’ in-situ use of such methods, but we argue that a proposed theoretical contribution such as this may benefit from a more critical filtering of some of the above design process components.

In order to specifically explore creativity methods used in design, we find it fruitful to begin by bringing together the above views on creativity and method in order to build a terminological foundation before we examine in more detail the array of creativity methods for use in design. Our proposed working definition is the following: a creativity method in design is a well-specified repeatable procedure that through the combination of relevant tools, toolkits, and techniques aims to bring about a perceptible product that is novel and useful as defined within a specific design context.

This working definition means that we do not single out any design methods as being completely non-creative. On the contrary, the argument we wish to make is that all methods in design contain an element of creativity since creativity is integral to design proper. This is the reason why we refer to the methods as ‘creativity methods in design.’

Categorizations of Creativity Methods in Design

As shown by Dubberly’s [29] extensive compilation, any designer today literally has hundreds of different design process models to choose from, including specific methods integral to them. This means than any attempt to classify methods in design is a challenge. The fact that recent years have seen a plethora of more business-oriented books trying to mass-market design thinking by improvised (and at times seemingly purely anecdotal) methods have not made it any easier to get an overview of all methods available [38].

One of the first and most extensive collections of methods to support creative design practice (35 in total) is Jones’ (1970/1992) Design Methods [45]. Jones takes a pragmatic approach by defining a design method as: “any action one may take while designing,” thereby stressing that there is only: “one principle involved: choose whatever method will tell you what you don’t know, but need to know, in order to proceed” (pxxv). Jones does underline the importance of a designer’s ability to assess his/her creative process, thereby enabling a more insightful selection of the proper method. Jones’ attempt to expose the inner workings of design soon waned and was replaced by Rittel’s [65] so-called ‘second generation’ of design methods in which negotiation and argumentation in the design activity are critical [38].

Later works have built on Rittel’s ideas and have evolved to focus mainly on classifications of domain-general creative
problem-solving methods (CPS) [21,22,58], or domain-specific methods [19,23,60,71]. Since the domain-general methods by definition aim to leverage and help hone a user’s ability to tackle creative problems regardless of context, these are not of primary interest in design. Conversely, as for the domain-specific methods, [23] has advised a set of engineering design methods (‘tactics’) as strategies for product design. Others have developed an arsenal of creativity methods for general use, particularly ideation [60], e.g., card-based [36], or focused on in-depth development of one method for a particular domain, e.g., Baddie3s 3.0 [75] for design. Other studies have analyzed (often comparatively) the efficiency of creativity methods [19,71,74], examined a possible cross-domain transfer of creativity methods [57], or compiled creativity methods to help the creative agent (often a designer) choose the best method for a given situation. The method compilation that may be among the most used in academic education is the Delft Design Guide [8]. Other related works tend to adopt a more tool box-like perspective, e.g., within Participatory Design (PD) [49,61], Interaction Design (IxD) [5], Human-Centered Design (HCD) [56], and organizational innovation [51]. Some tool box-like contributions have even been popularized with success, e.g., IDEO’s 51 Method Cards, each containing one method and the story behind it (https://www.ideo.com/post/method-cards).

Within this body of work, [56] have deliberately taken a phase-based approach to help practitioners choose the most suitable design method at any point in the process. They formulate a five-phase division of the design process with specific methods for each design phase. Similarly, [51] has proposed a four-step model of the design innovation process (which seems related to the model by [3]). Phase-based categorizations like these are valuable for gaining a guiding overview of many design methods (here 100 and 101 methods, respectively) to help designers choose which method to apply at any point in a design process. Even so, such overviews cannot by definition go into more detail about the most (or least) relevant aspects of each method. Therefore, phase-based groupings cannot render analyses of these creativity methods’ componential features the very basis for selecting one creativity method over another.

Following [42], we believe it is crucial for designers, and especially design students, to have analytical tools at their disposal to guide them in making informed decisions about which creativity method(s) to select, and why and how one creativity method may be more suitable than another for a specific design purpose. This is particularly important when orchestrating design workshops that often feature several participants from various (often non-design) domains. Our contribution complements the phase-based categorizations by offering theoretical support for an improved analytical understanding of how creativity methods in design are constructed, and how their (often rarely articulated) reliance on well-established creativity concepts can be discerned.

THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK’S COMPONENTS:
NINE KEY CONCEPTS FROM DESIGN AND CREATIVITY RESEARCH

Guided by our working definition of creativity methods in design and the above presentation of main contributions and categorizations of these methods, we now explore the basis of many of these methods—key concepts from design and particularly creativity research. Our aim is to examine to what extent a selection of these concepts can pry open and explain how creativity methods in design work so that the proposed concepts can serve as components of an analytical framework. This means that we present and examine the selected key concepts as propositions in the terminology of Whetten’s classic work on what constitutes a theoretical contribution [86,p491], which has been applied widely in fields such as business and management research [9,p36].

According to Whetten, a theoretical contribution based on propositions is built from concepts (here, key concepts from design and creativity studies), and should be evaluated on their conceptual coherence and explanatory power. This is in contrast to scientific hypotheses that require measurable empirical testing, although the two may be combined. Here, we examine the explanatory power of our propositions by applying the framework to three dissimilar, recognized creativity methods in design, and discuss the framework’s potentials and limitations on this basis.

Method

Many factors influence the understanding of creativity in design [2,11,17]. Given this complexity, we decided to conduct a narrative literature review as detailed by [62]: “A narrative review is a written report that summarizes—and optimally critiques—the literature on a particular topic, without providing any integration of either quantitative or qualitative findings” (p23). A narrative review “provide[s] a broad overview of a topic, rather than addressing a specific question,” so “readers typically are not made privy to the literature reviewer’s decision-making” (p24). We chose the (conventional) interpretive and reflective, general literature review that expounds “the salient and critical aspects of the most current knowledge” such as “substantive findings, as well as conceptual, theoretical, and/or methodological contributions” (ibid.). Therefore, our “research strategy is based on an interpretative epistemology” [14,p111].

Critical to this type of literature review is the reviewers’ prior knowledge of the domain and the main themes before conducting the review. Based on our prior knowledge and domain experience (in sum, more than sixty years of both theoretical and practical work), we conducted the literature review in accord with [62]—a seven-step process in three phases: a) an Exploration phase, b) an Interpretation phase, and, c) a Communication phase (which is this paper).

While there have been works on creativity in the first half of the 20th century, e.g., Wallas’ (1926) The Art of Thought [83], we confined our search to works from 1950 and onward since 1950 is generally accepted as the start date of modern creativity research as an academic field, initiated by
J.P. Guilford’s influential APA presidential address (the American Psychological Association) that year [39]. First, we conducted an a) Exploration phase individually and then compared findings. In sum, we reviewed 85 pivotal primary works of which 39 were deemed relevant enough to be included [1,4,6,7,10,12,13,16,20,25,26,28,30,31,33,34,40,43,44,47,48,50,52,54,55,59,64,66,68,69,70,72,73,78,79,82,84,85,87]. This was supported by including two of the most recognized secondary sources in creativity research [67,72].

Our b) Interpretation phase was informed by taxonomic analysis [77] according to which a domain is mapped out using visual representations (tables, mind maps, etc.) to identify and cluster predominant subsets of key concepts and their interrelatedness. To further qualify this iterative analytic-synthetic process, we continually sought peer feedback [35] by presenting our results in order to ensure intermediate checks of validity against domain experts’ understanding of suitable criteria for selecting key concepts. These informed validity checks led us to eventually ignore additional creativity concepts, e.g., expertise, motivation, sources of inspiration, and combinational creativity. Doing this was in compliance with this type of literature review; however, this necessary simplification and condensation did mean that some nuances were lost at the expense of internal coherence of the concepts. Even so, some of the ignored concepts have remained on the list albeit indirectly, e.g., the role of sources of inspiration as a trigger for creativity is relevant across several of the key concepts. With the aim of respecting theoretical adequacy and analytical applicability, we arrived at three overarching categories each containing three key concepts. We argue that these nine proposed key concepts in sum address the tangible and material aspects of using creativity methods in practice, the mechanisms by which creativity unfolds, as the methods are employed, and the ways in which creativity methods relate to the overarching project and design space they occur in.

We stress that our general, narrative literature review—given its interpretive and reflective nature—per definition is non-exhaustive and that it should only be interpreted in the context of the individual information sources in the specific domain of creativity and design [62,pp29-31]. It is based on this methodological premise that we now present our results as propositions, which we subsequently test by analyzing three dissimilar, recognized creativity methods in design.

Concrete Aspects
The concrete aspects of design and creativity pertain to the structural and tangible procedures for organizing and using a creativity method. This includes guidelines and sequences of steps to undertake during a method, as well as the ways in which specific materials and tools are used.

Process Structure
We define process structure as the formal procedure and sequence of a creativity method. In addition to Product, Person, and Press (from the milieu), a focus on Process has been integral to creativity research at least since Rhodes’ (1961) [64] 4P model representing a quadrisection of main areas of study. The Process view often involves analyses of creative courses in various settings, and studies range from micro time spans to longitudinal studies, from real-world observations (in vivo) to controlled lab experiments (in vitro). Our interest is not process analysis in this sense, but rather process structure as the guiding process principle.

Studying a design process structure may profitably be based on the role of creativity constraints defined as all “explicit or tacit factors governing what the creative agent/s must, should, can, and cannot do; and what the creative output must, should, can, and cannot be” [7, p37]. Creativity methods seen through the lens of a creativity constraint-based process structure entails that our interest is how each method is devised in terms of what can and cannot be done in the method. This includes the extent to which a creativity method relies on rigidity of guidelines, formal requirements on participants in terms of numbers and roles, sectioned phases, explicit rules, etc.; all of which govern the design activity. The process structure view lets us examine each creativity method’s formal construction on a concrete level.

Materials
We define materials as physical artifacts that are employed and consumed as part of the creativity method. This can be plain materials such as paper, cardboard, and sticky notes, or materials made specifically for a particular method, e.g., props, game boards, or cards. Although materials are not brought into play in all creativity methods, they often play a critical role by enabling externalization of concepts and structures [25]. In creativity methods, this is relevant for the setup and execution. In the setup phases, method organizers can shape and organize materials to frame and guide events by preparing specific props and pieces of scenography, etc. When the methods unfold, participants can use materials to externalize, explore, and refine concepts. Materials thus support creative design processes in several ways [1].

The role of materials of relevance to creativity and design include, but is certainly not exhausted with, the following characteristics: Materials can capture fleeting concepts and represent them in a stable form so that participants can return to them during or after the use of the method. They can contain content, e.g., images as sources of inspiration, to support creativity and ideation. Materials can serve as boundary objects [26,79] concrete enough to be a shared point of reference for participants with unlike backgrounds and agendas, yet open enough to hold different meanings depending on participants’ objectives for initiating the method. Also, materials can serve as props [13] to help participants enact scenarios, and offer cognitive offloading [28] for participants as an external memory deposit of ideas and concepts created, and by enabling ways of combining and rearranging the concepts by manipulating the physical materials. Finally, materials can serve to structure and build momentum in a process, e.g., via cues or affordances that indicate potential next steps in the creativity method.
Tools
We define tools as the physical artifacts that are used in a creativity method in the creation and transformation of materials. In contrast to materials, tools are not consumed in the process. Tools can be generic artifacts such as pens, markers, video cameras, still cameras, smartphones, flatbed scanners, etc., but tools may also be developed specifically for a particular creativity method, e.g., a digital web-based tool for organizing images and video.

Tools used in human practice date back millions of years and are extensively applied in crafts like carpentry, pottery, and engraving. In the context of digital artifacts, the tool perspective is used to characterize use of computer artifacts, emphasizing the user in complete, continuous control of the manipulation and transformation of digital materials into more refined products [47]. In Interaction Design, not least in Participatory Design, the proliferation of design tools is profound [70]. As opposed to this paper, however, [70] do not distinguish between tool and material, but define materials as: “the material components that are used in PD [Participatory Design] activities” (p196). Occasionally, you hear the term ‘creativity tools’, but often interchangeably with ‘creativity methods’ or ‘creativity techniques.’

Conceptual Aspects
The conceptual aspects of creativity methods pertain to how ideas and concepts emerge and transform. Within design, creativity methods are concerned with the development of novel and useful concepts, so conceptual aspects refer to the creation of original ideas, spur-of-the-moment insights, and the refinement of ideas and concepts in the design domain. Creativity research accentuates three primary types [84].

Combination
We define combination as bringing two or more concepts together to create a novel concept [20,85]. While this is central to many aspects of creative processes, e.g., as conceptual combination (see [66, p191]), we use it to show how some methods rely on combination in their procedure. An early articulation of the importance of combination in creativity is Beveridge (1951) [4]: “Originality often consists in linking up ideas whose connection was not previously suspected” (p21). Koestler [50] has argued that combination is a key pattern in creativity, and that creativity lies in: “the perceiving of a situation or idea […] in two self-consistent but habitually incompatible frames of reference” (p33). He calls this ‘bisociation.’

Boden [10] has stressed combinatorial creativity as a vital form of creativity. Turner and Fauconnier [30,82] consider conceptual blending a ‘mechanism of creativity’ and have studied how new concepts and insights emerge through combination of existing ones. Louridas [54] has argued that much design is bricolage and the designer a bricoleur who combines existing elements to form a new, meaningful whole. Given this accent on combination, we identify and compare ways in which creativity methods frame and incite combination as a way to bring about novel design concepts.

Metaphor
We define metaphor as: “conceptual combinations that involve mapping a vehicle concept onto a topic concept” [72,p119, orig. emphasis, 33]). Some researchers argue that original ideas are often found via associative processes, and Mednick’s [59] work on the associative basis for creative processes has been influential. Others argue that analogical thinking (using metaphors and analogies) is the crux of the creative process. Lakoff and Johnson [52] have proposed that: “[t]he essence of metaphor is understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another” (p5). In this sense, metaphors are familiar in design [16] and in everyday life. Indeed, [34] has argued that people use about four conventional (‘frozen’) and two novel metaphors in every minute of ordinary discourse. Metaphors tend to take a quite colloquial form (with connotations to literature) by referring to just one or very few properties mapped onto a topic concept. Examples could be iron curtain, the man who sold the world, heart of glass, paranoid android, etc.

Analogy
We define use of analogy as a conceptual transfer through which knowledge from one particular field (base domain) is mapped to an objective from another (target domain) [33]. This echoes Wellings’s [85] definition of analogical thinking by which the abstract relationship between the elements of the first situation must be similar to the one found in the new context (p168). Analogy differs from combination, as combination requires: “the creation of a new conceptual structure” (p169). Also, analogy differs from metaphor since analogy refers to: “a transfer of whole structures and relations” [72,p120], not just one or a few properties. In creativity research, analogy is considered vital in human creative practice. This is clear in ideation although analogy is often construed as analogical thinking—the cognitive process of interdomain knowledge transfer. Analogical thinking is familiar not only in design [12], but in creative thought in general. It has been studied in depth by Holyoak and Thagard [43] who have built a so-called multiconstraint theory. The theory conceptualizes analogical thinking via three distinct types of guiding constraints—direct similarity between the elements involved, shared structure between roles in the base end target domain, and purpose, which means the person engaged in analogical thinking must have a reason for doing it, e.g., improving understanding of a situation. These three types of guiding constraints appear in all four steps of the process, i.e., selection of relevant information from memory, mapping of source onto target domain, evaluation to realize unique features of the target domain, and learning of success or failure of the application of the analogy. Our use of analogy is based on the selection and mapping steps and the three guiding constraints therein.

Design Space Aspects
We subscribe to the definition of a design space as: “a conceptual space, which encompasses the creativity constraints that govern what the outcome of the design process might (and might not) be” [6,p456, orig. emphasis].

Tools
We define tools as the physical artifacts that are used in a creativity method in the creation and transformation of materials. In contrast to materials, tools are not consumed in the process. Tools can be generic artifacts such as pens, markers, video cameras, still cameras, smartphones, flatbed scanners, etc., but tools may also be developed specifically for a particular creativity method, e.g., a digital web-based tool for organizing images and video.

Tools used in human practice date back millions of years and are extensively applied in crafts like carpentry, pottery, and engraving. In the context of digital artifacts, the tool perspective is used to characterize use of computer artifacts, emphasizing the user in complete, continuous control of the manipulation and transformation of digital materials into more refined products [47]. In Interaction Design, not least in Participatory Design, the proliferation of design tools is profound [70]. As opposed to this paper, however, [70] do not distinguish between tool and material, but define materials as: “the material components that are used in PD [Participatory Design] activities” (p196). Occasionally, you hear the term ‘creativity tools’, but often interchangeably with ‘creativity methods’ or ‘creativity techniques.’

Conceptual Aspects
The conceptual aspects of creativity methods pertain to how ideas and concepts emerge and transform. Within design, creativity methods are concerned with the development of novel and useful concepts, so conceptual aspects refer to the creation of original ideas, spur-of-the-moment insights, and the refinement of ideas and concepts in the design domain. Creativity research accentuates three primary types [84].

Combination
We define combination as bringing two or more concepts together to create a novel concept [20,85]. While this is central to many aspects of creative processes, e.g., as conceptual combination (see [66, p191]), we use it to show how some methods rely on combination in their procedure. An early articulation of the importance of combination in creativity is Beveridge (1951) [4]: “Originality often consists in linking up ideas whose connection was not previously suspected” (p21). Koestler [50] has argued that combination is a key pattern in creativity, and that creativity lies in: “the perceiving of a situation or idea […] in two self-consistent but habitually incompatible frames of reference” (p33). He calls this ‘bisociation.’

Boden [10] has stressed combinatorial creativity as a vital form of creativity. Turner and Fauconnier [30,82] consider conceptual blending a ‘mechanism of creativity’ and have studied how new concepts and insights emerge through combination of existing ones. Louridas [54] has argued that much design is bricolage and the designer a bricoleur who combines existing elements to form a new, meaningful whole. Given this accent on combination, we identify and compare ways in which creativity methods frame and incite combination as a way to bring about novel design concepts.

Metaphor
We define metaphor as: “conceptual combinations that involve mapping a vehicle concept onto a topic concept” [72,p119, orig. emphasis, 33]). Some researchers argue that original ideas are often found via associative processes, and Mednick’s [59] work on the associative basis for creative processes has been influential. Others argue that analogical thinking (using metaphors and analogies) is the crux of the creative process. Lakoff and Johnson [52] have proposed that: “[t]he essence of metaphor is understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another” (p5). In this sense, metaphors are familiar in design [16] and in everyday life. Indeed, [34] has argued that people use about four conventional (‘frozen’) and two novel metaphors in every minute of ordinary discourse. Metaphors tend to take a quite colloquial form (with connotations to literature) by referring to just one or very few properties mapped onto a topic concept. Examples could be iron curtain, the man who sold the world, heart of glass, paranoid android, etc.

Analogy
We define use of analogy as a conceptual transfer through which knowledge from one particular field (base domain) is mapped to an objective from another (target domain) [33]. This echoes Wellings’s [85] definition of analogical thinking by which the abstract relationship between the elements of the first situation must be similar to the one found in the new context (p168). Analogy differs from combination, as combination requires: “the creation of a new conceptual structure” (p169). Also, analogy differs from metaphor since analogy refers to: “a transfer of whole structures and relations” [72,p120], not just one or a few properties. In creativity research, analogy is considered vital in human creative practice. This is clear in ideation although analogy is often construed as analogical thinking—the cognitive process of interdomain knowledge transfer. Analogical thinking is familiar not only in design [12], but in creative thought in general. It has been studied in depth by Holyoak and Thagard [43] who have built a so-called multiconstraint theory. The theory conceptualizes analogical thinking via three distinct types of guiding constraints—direct similarity between the elements involved, shared structure between roles in the base end target domain, and purpose, which means the person engaged in analogical thinking must have a reason for doing it, e.g., improving understanding of a situation. These three types of guiding constraints appear in all four steps of the process, i.e., selection of relevant information from memory, mapping of source onto target domain, evaluation to realize unique features of the target domain, and learning of success or failure of the application of the analogy. Our use of analogy is based on the selection and mapping steps and the three guiding constraints therein.

Design Space Aspects
We subscribe to the definition of a design space as: “a conceptual space, which encompasses the creativity constraints that govern what the outcome of the design process might (and might not) be” [6,p456, orig. emphasis].
Creative problem solving (CPS) is an area of study in creativity research and is often articulated via a distinction between a problem space and a solution space. Using the above definition of a design space enables a distinction between the problem and solution space and then the design space insofar as the latter is based on the creativity constraints that set the boundaries for an evolving creative activity and is co-constituted, explored, and developed by the designer. This builds on Zwicky’s [87] morphological analysis of complex problem configurations according to which key parameters of a problem and their underlying conditions can be identified as a way to grasp the problem. Zwicky suggests that parameters and their (sub)conditions can be represented in a matrix. Since Zwicky has not applied this analysis to design, a further development of his two concepts has been proposed as a design space schema.

A design space schema is a notational tool for mapping critical aspects and their underlying options, which in sum make up a design space at any time. These aspects and the options associated with them can be seen as creativity constraints. Since some constraints in a creative process are manipulable [7], a designer can (to some extent) shape, explore, define, and delimit his/her particular design space by adjusting its aspects and options. A design space is a construct that a designer forms and bounds based on his/her knowledge and experience and in response to external conditions. By realizing the aspects and options, which as creativity constraints constitute the design space, a designer can define, develop, and delimit his/her design space to make it auspicious for creative performance—neither too wide (underconstrained), nor too narrow (overconstrained) [78]. This is vital in a creativity method’s ideation part, as this is where the designer explores the creative problem and the pressure from its creativity constraints. Here, we focus on the extent to which a creativity method lets the designer explore, define, and delimit his/her design space to optimize potential for creative performance. This creative latitude can be construed via three key design space aspects.

Framing
The framing aspect of a creativity method in design pertains to the mindset and perspective that a method strivestoeestablish. Many creativity methods in design seek to create a special mindset or disrupt participants’ preconceptions of their design space in order to foster creativity [70,p196]. Design problems are rarely clear-cut from the outset, and Schön [73] has argued that a crucial aspect of design is framing and naming the design problem before the work to form a solution ensues. Therefore, some creativity methods seek to foster a change of perspective or mindset in order for designers to frame and name the design problem (or part of it) in another way to attain process progression. Such methods often support divergent parts of the process [55] where ways to address a design problem are explored and developed. Design fixation [44], i.e., becoming so fixated upon a specific way of seeing a problem or solution that it stops progress and the emergence of new solutions in the design process, can be a grave challenge for designers, and some creativity methods are well suited for avoiding and overcoming fixation. Framing aspects concern how specific creativity methods fit into the overall design process they are a part of, as well as the ways in which they transform or create momentum in the process.

Divergence
We define divergence as the process of expanding the design space in order to enable and identify new options and alternatives beyond the immediate design space. Guilford [40] has established divergent thinking as a key strategy in creative processes. Divergent thinking: “allows one to explore in different directions from the initial problem state, in order to discover many possible ideas and idea combinations that may serve as solutions” [31,p183]. In design, the goal of divergent thinking is to expand and explore the design space while avoiding criticism and evaluation. Runco and Acar [68] have shown how tests of divergent thinking for years have been the main measure of creativity. Divergent thinking may lead to originality, but not always to creativity in the sense of being both original (novel) and effective (useful) [69]. Despite this inherent conceptual indistinctness, tests of divergent thinking remain a relevant estimate of the potential for creative thinking (see [48] for an overview of creativity tests).

Convergence
As the polar opposite of divergence, we define convergence as the process of contracting the design space in the form of fusing and/or discarding ideas in order to create a more focused understanding of the immediate design problem. In convergent thinking: “one goes from an initial problem state through a series of prescribed operations in order to converge upon a single correct solution” [31,p183]. In design, convergence refers to the process of reducing the list of potential creative options by zooming in on salient aspects of the design process [55]. A phase of convergence (also called selection, reduction, elimination, evaluation, etc.) is analytical by decimating alternatives to a few or just one and is—regardless of denotation—integral to all models of creative processes (for an overview, see [72]).

Having introduced the nine key concepts from design and particularly creativity research, we now propose these as potential components of an analytical framework to help unpack creativity methods in design in order to improve understanding. To examine this, we apply the framework to three recognized creativity methods in design in order to probe the analytical framework’s explanatory power.

ANALYZING THREE CREATIVITY METHODS IN DESIGN
Although there are several creativity methods available for different phases of a design process, we wish to probe the proposed analytical framework’s potential in as much depth as the scope of this paper permits. We have thus confined ourselves to the following three creativity methods because they are significantly dissimilar and all prioritize ideation, which is integral to all creativity and design activities.
Smith [76] has shown that at least 172 distinct methods for ideation exist. Recently, Gonçalves, Cardoso, and Badke-Schaub [37] have studied the importance of design ideation among student and professional designers and noticed that both parties use ideation, but exhibit dissimilar inspirational approaches. Since most of our work is within Interaction Design, we focus on creativity methods in this discipline. We build on extensive first-hand experience with the three creativity methods both in design practice and in research.

Although we delimit our focus in this way, we argue that our analytical framework may well extend beyond methods specifically for ideation and specifically within Interaction Design. The motivation for prioritizing creativity methods for ideation does not reflect a return to a phase-based model approach. Ideation will often be featured most prominently in the beginning of a design process; however, ideation understood broadly as forming and relating ideas is critical throughout the duration of the design process. Our aim is to complement the phase-based categorizations, so our choice of ideation is for illustrative purposes only. In consideration of the paper’s scope, we deliberately ignore more practical concerns, e.g., instructions and recommendations regarding preparation and execution time, required skills, experience, costs, etc. for each of the three creativity methods. Instead, we take the liberty of referring to the primary source stated in each of the methods for a detailed outline of these topics.

Table 1 below provides an overview of the three selected ideation-focused creativity methods in design as analyzed using the framework’s nine components subsumed under the three overall categories. We return to Table 1 in the Discussion below.

**Inspiration Card Workshops (ICW)**

An Inspiration Card Workshop (ICW) [41] is devised as a collaborative design event involving professional designers and participants with knowledge of the design domain in which domain and technology insights are combined to create new design concepts.

The process structure of an ICW is built on three main phases: a) Introduction, b) Combination and co-creation, and c) Presentation of concepts. Also, there is an initial preparation phase and a subsequent processing phase. For the preparation phase, two sets of materials are created, Domain Cards and Technology Cards, which are index card-sized cards with an image and an optional brief text. Domain Cards represent knowledge about the context being designed for, and are commonly created based on field studies or other ways of gaining knowledge about the domain. Technology Cards represent generic technologies or a specific application of technologies. A web-based tool is available for browsing and selecting Technology Cards. Domain Cards and Technology Cards serve as sources of inspiration (which as an ignored concept is thus featured indirectly, see Method section) for the pivotal Combination and co-creation phase, and the selection of the cards helps define and delimit the design space. Selecting inspiration cards kindles divergence in the next part of the workshop. In preparing and setting up the workshop, organizers can work with framing to decide how much they should disrupt preconceptions among participants. Selecting familiar technologies for the Technology Cards is less disruptive than choosing new or even provocative technologies. This may be preferable in some situations, e.g., if participants are not accustomed to using creativity methods, but it might also lead to more conservative concepts.

The literature on ICW does not state how metaphors or analogies can affect the development of concepts. Still, it is clear that concepts emerging from these design workshops will often be creative combinations of ideas, concepts, and sources of inspiration in which aspects from one domain (e.g., qualities of a technological installation depicted on a Technology Card) are transferred to another (e.g., a new system for a part of the use domain on a Domain Card). The use of metaphor and analogy can be discerned based on the complexity of this cross-domain transferal.

The cards are presented in the Introduction phase, at times supported by video material to explain the Technology Cards. The cards are combined to form design concepts, and using tools such as pens and markers, the concepts are captured on sticky notes and similar design materials before being collected on poster-sized sheets of paper. While there is a defined process structure for the workshop, there are no mandatory process rules for the main creative phase—Combination and co-creation. The design concepts generated are then discussed and evaluated, but no distinct convergence in the form of reduction of options occurs. For the processing phase, the design concept posters are often transformed from physical to digital material, typically by using a flatbed scanner as a tool to create PDF files, which enables storing and digital distribution among participants.

**Fictional Inquiry (FI)**

Created by Dindler and Iversen [24], Fictional Inquiry (FI) is a collaborative creativity method for design that builds a narrative framing to transgress participants’ preconceptions of a design situation.

The creativity method is often used to spur divergence in a process when designers either notice design fixation, need radically new creative input, or experience that their role as designers impact the ability of other project participants to offer original contributions. The creativity method works by “bypassing existing socio-cultural structures by creating partially fictional situations, artifacts, and narratives that mediate collaborative design activities” (p207). The method sets a novel design space through a fictional framing in which participants take on predefined roles. As an example, the authors describe how FI was used to develop concepts for digitally enhanced school bags in a project with primary school students. The fictional frame was that of Martians visiting Earth. The designers took on the role of Martians,
to whom students explained otherwise taken-for-granted aspects of how they conceived of and used their schoolbag since they now had to explain it to Martians rather than to a group of adults who they would expect to already know these things. The method does not prescribe a fixed process structure, but urges designers to consider the process of weaving together narrative elements and collaborative design activities in each individual workshop. Materials as sources of inspiration are often used, e.g., in the shape of props and visuals to support the narrative framing, but tools as such are rarely present.

In another example, the authors explain how the method was introduced to help develop interactive exhibits at an aquarium through a fictional framing in which participants helped the king of the lost city of Atlantis understand what humans perceive to be extraordinary experiences. Materials in the form of props such as seashells and the king’s scepter were presented, and workshop participants used them to explore how undersea phenomena could be conveyed to aquarium visitors. Several of the emerging design concepts combined props with fictional aspects and elements of the real-world aquarium setting. FI usually builds a fictional framing that often yields metaphors, but the point is the rise of clear analogies to the ‘real’ design situation so that design concepts and insights from the fictional inquiry itself can be transferred to it to generate novel design ideas and solutions to be unpacked and singled out via convergence.

**Extremes Characters (EC)**
Described in detail by Frens [32], Extreme Characters (EC) is an oft-used creativity method in design and aims to impart richness to the design space by expanding its limits. This creativity method is very divergent, which is mirrored in the process structure. Through scenarios supported by visuals (collages) as design materials (often augmented by role playing), EC exposes controversial, tabooed emotions and character traits normally hidden in assumingly more ‘normal’ scenario characters, as such character traits, views,
contrasts with the structure. With respect to one of the most basic components, individual differences stand out when examining the results. As Table 1 shows, the three creativity methods each have a unique profile with regard to the nine components. The Relevance of the Methods

DISCUSSION
Based on the above analysis, we argue that the nine key concepts emerging from the extensive literature review of design and especially creativity research can indeed serve as relevant components of an analytical framework to reveal some of the inner workings of creativity methods in design. Rather than compartmentalize each of these components and in detail assess their individual relevance, we wish to bring attention to how these concepts—when examined in the light of actual design practice—are tightly interwoven and must be seen as working as a whole. Therefore, we deem it more useful to synthesize and discuss the most important insights from the analysis based on the three overarching categories (aspects) in order to conclude on the explanatory power of the analytical framework.

The Analytical Framework’s Relevance for Improving Understanding of Creativity Methods in Design
As Table 1 shows, the three creativity methods each have a unique profile with regard to the nine components. The individual differences stand out when examining the results in more detail. This forms the basis on which we build our conclusion on the relevance of the analytical framework for improving understanding of creativity methods in design.

The Relevance of the Proposed Conceptual Aspects
With respect to one of the most basic components, process structure, the diversity between the three creativity methods is evident. In ICW, there are three well-established phases (and two secondary phases) supported by guidelines. This contrasts with the much more ad hoc-like approach of both FI and EC. The three methods differ less in terms of use of materials, as all three employ these. Here, the cards used in ICW require research, design, and preparation, whereas the props in FI and EC need to be selected to fit the purpose of the design event, but apart from that, they may be used as-is. Interestingly, the three methods offer few tools for the support of ideation. Only ICW require specific technology-based tools, a web-based tool for selection of Technology Cards and a flatbed scanner for eventual distribution of the new design concepts. Conversely, FI and EC demand little technological underpinning unless circumstances call for it.

On this basis, we argue that the proposed Concrete Aspects, process structure, materials, and tools, are all relevant components of the analytical framework. Particularly with regard to process structure, the analytical framework reveals the dissimilarity of the three creativity methods.

The Relevance of the Proposed Conceptual Aspects
The selected creativity methods all contain an element of combination, metaphor, and analogy, albeit to varying degrees. In ICW, combination is critical both on an abstract level, as concepts are merged, but also on a concrete level, as selected cards are physically combined. This aspect is less tangible in FI since the combination occurring here is comprised by real-world and fictional ideas based on the chosen theme for the design workshop. In EC, combination works on an almost exclusively conceptual level, as the aim is to combine ideas, assumptions, and even prejudices using physical props in order to create exaggerated user personas to challenge preconceptions about a given user group. None of the methods rely on metaphor although it may emerge collaterally. Analogy, however, is essential in FI especially, as workshop participants are encouraged to seek and create analogies to spur insights of relevance to the design task. In EC, analogy is used very concretely, as various props serve as ‘placeholders’ specifically intended to kindle analogies.

On this basis, we argue that the proposed Conceptual Aspects, combination, metaphor, analogy, are all relevant as components of the analytical framework. Comparing the results from the analysis using the Conceptual Aspects has revealed that combination and analogy in particular are very relevant. Metaphor is less pronounced in the three creativity methods. Still, we argue that metaphor should be included in the analytical framework, as other studies have shown the importance of metaphors in design [16].

The Relevance of the Proposed Design Space Aspects
When looking at Table 1, it is evident that divergence is central in all three creativity methods. In ICW, the selection of specific cards is intended to create divergence. The same goes for the application of (often exotic) props in FI as a means to help participants create ideas and see the design situation in a new light, or if the design process stalls. This visibility contrasts with convergence, which is much less pronounced. Indeed, in EC, it is so insignificant that it becomes a goal to avoid it. In ICW, convergence mainly occurs toward the end of the design process when design
concepts are discussed and evaluated. In FI, convergence is relevant when ideas and concepts from the imaginary exploration are transferred to the specific real-world design situation. This evident variance between divergence and convergence is unsurprising since divergent thinking is a critical part of ideation. As for the importance of framing in the creativity methods, this is significant in all three. In ICW, the selection of cards serves to both establish and delimit the design space, as the cards function as creativity constraints. In FI, the framing is decidedly fictional and set from the start through the choice of narrative (e.g., Martians visiting Earth). Framing is equally central in EC since it is not only set, but also further expanded by the creation of exaggerated characters.

On this basis, we argue that the proposed Design Space Aspects, framing, divergence, and convergence, are all relevant as components of the analytical framework. By examining the results of the analysis using these components, it is evident that divergence plays an important role in all three creativity methods. The same is true for framing in the form of applying creativity constraints as a way to not simply establish, but also expand and alter the design space. Convergence was proven to be less critical in the three examples here. Still, we maintain its relevance in the analytical framework, as we have yet to see a creativity method (or a design process model) that does not include convergence in some form; at least as decision-making on a basic level. Therefore, we argue that all three Design Space Aspects should be included in the analytical framework.

Limitations of the Analytical Framework
Our analytical framework is intended as a first attempt at unpacking and conceptualizing a highly complex topic—the anatomy of creativity methods in design. To this end, we argue that our analytical framework is well grounded, which we have shown by testing it against three dissimilar recognized creativity methods in design. Still, we have yet to test it systematically in a real-world setting by applying it to a concrete design project whose complexity extends beyond the three distinct creativity methods examined here. Thus, we cannot at this stage assess its usability in actual design practice. We realize that it can be argued that it is a somewhat artificial grip to analyze these three creativity methods—Inspiration Card Workshops, Fictional Inquiry, and Extreme Characters—disconnected from their use in a particular project or design activity. Our response to such concerns is that we, given the scope of this paper, have found it necessary to treat the three creativity methods on a theoretical level in order to bring to the fore their anatomy, i.e., how they are in fact composed. For the methods’ use in actual design projects, we refer to the original papers. We further acknowledge that our analytical framework may be more cumbersome (and time-consuming) to apply directly than the phase-based categorizations that it is meant to supplement, as these mainly require identification of the present phase so that a relevant creativity method can be selected and applied based on fit and pertinence. Our analytical framework has another goal, namely to offer a vocabulary from design and especially creativity research to help unravel and better understand how creativity methods in design work—and why. As with any literature review, there is a risk of inadvertently having missed an important text or topic. In admission of this, we have presented our nine key concepts forming the components of our analytical framework as propositions. The framework has not been empirically validated, but rendered plausible, timely, and relevant as propositions in accord with Whetten’s work on what makes a theoretical contribution [86]. We recognize that we could have chosen other (or even more) creativity methods than these three. Our choice of exactly these three is based on considerable experience with using the methods in design workshops as well as both analytical and domain insight to ensure fit with the scope of the paper. Also, we maintain that these three creativity methods show adequate dissimilarity. When conducting this study, we have tried to balance analytical, explanatory power and level of detail and comprehensiveness. We see our analytical framework not as exhaustive, but as plausible and relevant to this end.

CONCLUSION
We have identified nine key concepts from design and creativity studies that form an analytical framework whose explanatory power we have shown by using it to display the different composition of three creativity methods in design. We agree that “method choice affects design outcomes” [42,p261], and that “the design of the design process [...] may well be the most important design work in a typical project” [55,p16,orig.emphasis]. There is no substitute for expertise from extensive use of creativity methods in design practice. Still, our analytical framework can help designers make even better and more informed choices of creativity methods. Also, it is valuable when designers “design the design process”, as the framework reveals some of the main inner workings of creativity methods in design. Quantified scores have been proposed to help select one method over another [19,71,74]. Our aim has been different, i.e., to apply key concepts from design and especially creativity research to explore in more depth how and why such creativity methods work. In our view, improving understanding of the potential of creativity methods in design is particularly relevant for combinational creativity since this has been demonstrated to be highly productive for ideation [20].

Given the richness of modern creativity research, we believe it is fruitful to further probe how this discipline can contribute to coming design research. We hope that our contribution may inspire even more studies into creativity methods in design whose insights will appeal to the design theorist and the design practitioner alike.
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